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Rating:

R for sequences of grisly bloody violence and torture, and for language

Running Time: 92 minutes
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ABOUT JI GSAW

The Saw films from Lionsgate and Twisted Pictures redefined fright night at the movies with a

unique blend of fear, mystery, deviousness and gore. An original idea developed in Melbourne, Australia,

co-creators James Wan and Leigh Whannell kicked off with Saw in 2004. To date, the seven films of the

franchise have grossed $874 million in the worldwide theatrical box office and created one of the most

influential horror villains of all time. Following the machinations of Jigsaw, a terminally ill cancer patient

whose rigorous views on sin and redemption inspired him to create grim survival scenarios for lives he feels

are unexamined, the Saw franchise has been a shiver-inducing, thought-provoking global powerhouse.

Now the screws have been further tightened with Jigsaw , the newest entry in a series that The



Guinness Book of World Records named as the most successful long-running horror franchise of all time.

Thirteen years after Saw made its auspicious debut at the Sundance Film Festival in the “Park City at

Midnight” program, combining a moral weight with clever plotting, all-encompassing dread, and nervejangling tension that pivots into full-on panic, Jigsaw ups the stakes with an all-new puzzle built around a

terrifying question: who’s behind a string of new Jigsaw-like killings if John Kramer has been dead for over

a decade?

From Oren Koules, Mark Burg, and Gregg Hoffman – the producing team behind the Saw franchise,



Jigsaw is directed by The Spierig Brothers (Peter and Michael). The screenplay is based on characters

created by James Wan and Leigh Whannell. The Jigsaw screenplay is written by Josh Stolberg &amp; Pete

Goldfinger. Daniel Jason Heffner, Peter Block, Jason Constantine, James Wan, Leigh Whannell, and Stacey

Testro serve as executive producers.

The Spierigs assembled a banner creative team that included director of photography Ben Nott,

ACS (TK), production designer Anthony Cowley (TK), editor Kevin Greutert (TK), along with Saw veterans

composer Charlie Clouser (TK), costume designer Steven Wright (TK), and head of makeup department

Rose-Mary Holosko (TK).

The cast includes Matt Passmore, Callum Keith Rennie, Clé Bennett, Hannah Emily Anderson, Laura

Vandervoort, Mandela Van Peebles, Paul Braunstein, Brittany Allen, Josiah Black, and Tobin Bell as Jigsaw.

Keeping in tradition with all other Saw movies, Jigsaw will see a Halloween release, opening

nationwide on October 27, 2017.

PLAYING A NEW GAME

In developing Jigsaw , producers Oren Koules and Mark Burg, the team behind every Saw film so

far, wanted to treat fans to a movie that honored the first movie’s runaway success: an elaborate

construction punctuated by heart racing jolts and intense emotion. To that end, taking a few years since



Saw 3D – breaking the cycle of a new Saw movie a year for seven straight years, a franchise record in the



modern era – served their purpose. “We didn’t have to rush,” says Koules, who heard a tantalizing premise

from screenwriters Josh Stolberg and Pete Goldfinger and worked with them to realize a screenplay that

ratchets up the suspense and invention to a whole new level. “We really got to develop a script, hire great

directors, a great cinematographer, and I think everyone’s in for a fun ride.”

It’s no surprise that one of the big components to the Saw franchise is finding the right director.

The original film, after all, launched James Wan as one of the pre-eminent fright filmmakers in Hollywood.

For Jigsaw , the producers turned to the gifted Australian sibling team Michael and Peter Spierig

(Daybreakers, Predestination), directors with an established track record for mind-bending thrills and

otherworldly terror who could bring something different to a series already seven-films-strong.

“When you have a series of films as inventive and memorable as the Saw movies are, you’re looking

for talent behind the camera that matches that invention and results in a fresh experience for moviegoers,”

says Producer Mark Burg. “We knew we had that with Michael and Peter, who delivered on all counts.”

“They have a very unique style,” says Koules. “They very much wanted to jump into the Saw world

and at the same time make it their own.”

Peter Spierig says the appeal of tackling a fresh installment in a beloved series was heightening

the elements that work, but in new ways. “Our goal was to go back to the thriller aspects of the franchise.

The best versions of Saw are when it’s a thriller, and it’s about the twists and turns, and the excitement of

figuring out whodunit. That’s the stuff we love.”

Michael Spierig adds that it was also imperative to honor the twisted construct of John Kramer’s

legacy as a killer who gives his victims the ultimate choice. “It’s the idea that he creates the kind of

confessional environment for everybody to atone for their sins,” says Michael. “It’s an interesting dynamic

for a villain, and that’s fun to play with. There’s some really interesting moral dilemmas in these films.”

THE JIGSAW LEGACY

Producer Oren Koules describes the character of Jigsaw as memorable because “he’s not a slasher.

He doesn’t run around through forests, he’s not getting a girl in the shower. He’s actually a real thinker.

He’s an engineer. When you talk about Jigsaw, about John Kramer, is he the protagonist? Is he the

antagonist? Is he the hero or the villain? James Wan and Leigh Whannell created a character who is iconic

because he’s a thinking man’s villain.”

The series has distinguished itself over the years by refusing to be that horror franchise that settles

for less when it comes to keeping it alive, and it’s rooted in the mysteries of Jigsaw, who preaches an ideal

of appreciating life and savoring every moment, at the same time he deals in fear and terror. James Wan

himself may have put it most succinctly when he said, “Jigsaw’s intentions are good, but his methods are

not.”



The Saw films are also notable for the way their central malevolent force, so richly embodied by

Bell’s gravely intoned performance, has existed as both a flesh-and-blood person and an off-camera

manipulator through his voice, his games, and the intricately designed, clockwork traps that are their own

works of art. Kramer’s death in Saw III certainly didn’t put an end to the murders – accomplices and

disciples abound – and it’s given the franchise a singular aura of beyond-the-grave menace. Jigsaw is no

exception: Kramer’s legacy imbues every scene with a mixture of awe, confusion, and terror.



JI GSAW PARTS

For Matt Passmore, who was cast in Jigsaw as medical examiner Logan, an ex-military, former

POW dealing with an unusual new killing spree, acting in a Saw film requires honoring that legacy. “It was

very important for us all to pay homage to the Saws that have gone before,” says Passmore. “But also to

be moving on with a whole new lease on life. There’s a chronology of history that’s happened with John

Kramer that we have to be aware of when we talk about, is John Kramer dead? We’re very aware of John

Kramer’s past, but this film is an extension of the Saws that we’ve had before.”

Though there’s an investigation being run by Detective Halloran (Callum Keith Rennie), Logan and

his assistant Eleanor (Hannah Emily Anderson) begin solving Jigsaw’s puzzle themselves, hoping to stop a

new game from claiming more victims. Passmore says it’s that tense buildup that makes Jigsaw – and all

the Saw movies – unique in the horror canon. “What Saw really does well is it’s all about anticipation,” says

Passmore. “It puts everyone on a time clock. Logan and Eleanor and Halloran are racing against time. Will

they make it? Will they get out of this alive? That’s what makes a good horror film to me, it’s more about

the survival than the death.”

Laura Vandervoort, cast in Jigsaw as Anna, a young mother who finds herself in the direst of

situations, says the chance to be in a Saw film was like a fan getting asked to participate. “I’ve always

loved horror movies and thrillers,” says Vandervoort. “It’s something all of my girlfriends and I do, we get

together and watch horror movies, Hitchcock, everything. This was one of my favorite franchises, so when

I heard they were going to do Jigsaw , I wanted to jump in head first.”

Though getting cast in a Saw film gives an actor a juicy part to play, the nature of a Saw production

means that that actor may not know everything in advance. (The protectiveness means scripts are given

fake names. In this instance, drafts of Jigsaw were sent around under the cheeky title Party Invite.) Says

Producer Oren Koules, “When we send them out to actors, we don’t necessarily provide them with the

entire script. They may just get their character piece. They may just get the first eighty pages. We almost

never give anybody the ending. Those are surprises that if they got out, it would ruin the movie experience.

So sometimes we have actors show up and they’re like, ‘Do I survive? Am I a good guy? Am I a bad guy?’

Which is kind of the fun of it.”



BUILDING A BETTER TRAP

It wouldn’t be a Saw movie without sets that convey unexplainable confinement and unknowable

terror, and traps that both amaze and fill a moviegoer with churning dread. Jigsaw is no exception: from

a nondescript room that quickly feels like a specially designed hell, to a remote barn reconfigured to suit a

vicious game, and eventually a chilling contraption called the spiralizer, directors Peter and Michael Spierig,

cinematographer Ben Nott, and production designer Tony Crowley had their work cut out for them in

bringing the horror of the movie to palpable life.

“We’re big fans of doing things practically,” says Michael Spierig. “Practical effects, practical sets,

trying to shoot as much as we can for real. That’s been the tradition of this series in the past, and we’re

following that, which is difficult to shoot, but awesome to watch. We built everything, and I think the fans

appreciate that.”

“We always have great sets on a Saw movie,” says Producer Mark Burg. The barn set – complete

with loading area, silo, and milking room – is a testament to the idea that Jigsaw represents something

familiar, but also new. “We always knew we were going to have something rural, which is different than

the industrial feel we had before, and yet at the same time we didn’t want it to feel like we’re doing a

takeoff on Texas Chainsaw Massacre. This is not a barn that a family would live in. This is a barn that was

at one point a working one, but has been adapted for other uses.”

The real fun, says Production Designer Anthony Crowley, came from designing The Spiralizer, an

enormous, curlicue-bladed, cone-shaped device with a hollow center that was inspired by the kitchen tool

that cuts vegetables into curled slices. “It’s fine and good to do a Spiralizer on your countertop,” says

Crowley. “But once you’ve got to do one that’s twelve feet high, it’s a little trickier.”

Not only did it need to look impressive when shot from the outside, but it had to be big enough to

drop an actor down the inside of it. The blades were colored red – an homage to the concentric-circled

cheeks on Jigsaw’s Billy doll – but when spun fast, still needed to suggest hazardous texture and not look

like a blur of red. “There were a lot of requirements from different departments, stunts, special effects,

visual effects and camera,” says Crowley. “Needless to say, that was a very expensive prop. But we had a

blast. The special effects guys loved building it. Doing that kind of trap was fun. We had to make everything

up.”

When Jigsaw hits theaters, says Producer Oren Koules, fans can expect what they’ve always

wanted from a Saw movie: the chance to imagine themselves in the worst scenarios imaginable, to wonder

how they’d handle it, and then take the rollercoaster ride that pits dastardly invention against sheer terror

as they discover who makes it out alive, and what surprises are in store. When the final piece of the puzzle

is in place, Jigsaw will once again prove that there’s no twist like a Saw twist.

“The truth of the matter is, we have scares, we have uncomfortable places, and we have traps you

wouldn’t wish upon your worst enemies,” says Koules. “We’ve created a movie unlike any other in the Saw



series. But then, the Saw series itself is unlike any other that’s out there, and I think we’ve been very true

to that.”



THE GAME SO FAR

Saw (2004)

Directed by: James Wan

Written by: Leigh Whannell

Story by: James Wan and Leigh Whannell

Photographer Adam Stanheight (Leigh Whannell) and Dr. Lawrence Gordon (Cary Elwes) are

chained to opposite ends of a disused bathroom, introducing moviegoers worldwide to the cruel games of

Jigsaw (Tobin Bell), a killer with a grand, grim notion of morality and survival.

Saw II (2005)

Directed by: Darren Lynn Bousman

Written by: Leigh Whannell and Darren Lynn Bousman

In an elaborate game played on Detective Eric Matthews (Donnie Wahlberg), the mortally ill,

captured Jigsaw reveals a backstory in which a suicide attempt spurred his reign of terror, which eventually

came to include using drug addict Amanda Young (Shawnee Smith) as John Kramer’s accomplice.

Saw III (2006)

Directed by: Darren Lynn Bousman

Screenplay by: Leigh Whannell

Story by Leigh Whannell and James Wan

A grieving father and a kidnapped ER doctor are central to a Jigsaw scheme that eventually exposes

Amanda Young as a less-than-worthy Jigsaw accomplice, and leads to Jigsaw’s own death.

Saw IV (2007)

Directed by: Darren Lynn Bousman

Screenplay by: Patrick Melton &amp; Marcus Dunstan

Story by: Patrick Melton &amp; Marcus Dunstan and Thomas Fenton

As Detective Daniel Rigg (Lyriq Bent) is put through his paces for Jigsaw’s benefit, it’s revealed

that central to John Kramer’s history is the miscarriage his wife Jill (Betsy Russell) suffered. In Rigg’s final

test, Detective Mark Hoffman (Costas Mandylor) is exposed as a Jigsaw accomplice.



Saw V (2008)

Directed by: David Hackl

Screenplay by: Patrick Melton &amp; Marcus Dunstan

FBI Agent Peter Strahm (Scott Patterson) escapes one trap, only to become obsessed with Jigsaw,

and the possibility that Hoffman is involved with the killings. After the two square off, Hoffman survives.

Saw VI (2009)

Directed by: Kevin Greutert

Screenplay by: Patrick Melton &amp; Marcus Dunstan

Detective Hoffman, continuing Jigsaw’s legacy, targets an insurance executive involved in denying

experimental treatment for John Kramer’s cancer. In trying to shield his crimes, though, he kills his

department colleagues, and makes enemies of John’s widow Jill.

Saw 3D (2010)

Directed by: Kevin Greutert

Written by: Patrick Melton &amp; Marcus Dunstan

As a self-help guru gets tested after faking his connection to Jigsaw’s traps, Hoffman and Jill each

try to incriminate the other in their private war. After Hoffman succeeds in killing Jill, however, he becomes

the next victim, when Dr. Lawrence Gordon reappears to reveal that the dying Jigsaw had entrusted him

to protect his widow, and mete out punishment if anything should happen to her.



BLOOD DRIVE

The Saw blood drive has been a tradition since the first Saw movie became a record-breaking

franchise in 2004. Past campaigns rolled out by Lionsgate have showcased vintage nurses as the blood

drive ambassadors. Public support has been overwhelming, leading to incredible participation and real

lives saved. Since the drive’s commencement, an estimated 120,000 pints of blood have been donated

through the American Red Cross which led to an estimated 360,000 lives saved. This year, JIGSAW is

bringing back the blood drive and the nurses are eight social media influencers including Amanda Lepore,

Mykie and Shaun Ross. The drive kicked off on October 5th in New York before expanding to 25 cities

across the country. Participants can donate blood at any mobile JIGSAW blood drive and receive a free

ticket to see JIGSAW in theaters October 27, courtesy of Lionsgate and Atom Tickets. More information

can be found at www.jigsawsaves.com.



ABOUT THE CAST

MATT PASSMORE has quickly become one of Hollywood’s most sought after leading men with

the starring role in multiple popular television series and in films.

His most widely recognized role is that of the title character in the hit A&amp;E show The Glades. The

show followed Passmore as Jim Longworth, a talented homicide detective who moves to sleepy South

Florida; the show ran for four well-received seasons.

Most recently, Passmore can be seen recurring as the role of DEA agent Gideon in the Fox series



Lethal Weapon, which premiered in 2016. In 2016, he also guest-starred in the show Showtime series

Roadies as Sean,’the off-screen husband of Shelli played by Carla Gugino.

Passmore has also starred in USA Network’s Satisfaction, where he played the lead role of Neil

Truman, an investment banker who attempts to satisfy his mid-life crisis by stealing the identity of a male

escort.

Showcasing his talents on the stage, Passmore has also performed the popular play Speaking in



Tongues.

After a stint in the Australian army, Passmore graduated from the prestigious National Institute of

Dramatic Art (NIDA) in Sydney, Australia. Upon graduation, he began working in theatre at the Bell

Shakespeare Company in Sydney. Soon thereafter, Matt began his career in television, joining the hit

Australian show Always Greener. He then went on to star in other popular dramas, including Blue



Heelers, and international hit shows, McLeod’s Daughter and Underbelly.

CALLUM KEITH RENNIE was born in Sunderland, England, raised in Alberta, Canada and was

first struck with the passion to act while living in Edmonton. Starting out in university radio and working

his way to the renowned Shaw Festival, Callum moved to Vancouver and quickly caught the eye of the

film &amp; television industry. Shortly after co-starring in the hit series Due South, Callum landed his first

independent feature film role in Double Happiness followed by the critically acclaimed Hard Core Logo.

His feature film credits would come to include notable projects such as Memento, Existenz,



Flower &amp; Garnet, Falling Angels, Blade Trinity, Snow Cake, Normal, The Invisible, X-Files: I Want To

Believe, Case 39 and Gunless. Recent notable feature film projects include the 3D feature film adaptation

of The Young and Prodigious T.S. Spivet from Oscar nominated director Jean-Pierre Jeunet, pop culture

sensation Fifty Shades of Grey, and indie features Into the Forest, Born to be Blue and the Helen Hunt

directed Ride. Callum’s newest indie films include Little Pink House, Wait Till Helen Comes and Mobile



Homes. Highly anticipated video game adaptation Warcraft: The Beginning and sequels Goon: Last of the

Enforcers and Fifty Shades Darker both opened to record box office totals.

Television audiences will best remember Callum from Due South, hit SyFy series Battlestar



Galactica (in which he played infamous Cylon Leobon) and from his turn as legendary rocker Lew Ashby

in the Showtime’s Californiacation. Numerous television appearances include 24, CSI: Miami and The
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